
 
 

TRAINING SERIES FOR  
HYPERMARKETS AND RETAILERS 

 

Introduction 
Covid-19 pandemic has made significant changes in customer’s buying pattern and 

decision-making process. Online retailers and face to face retailers are facing a different 

playing field to develop their businesses. Under this situation, resources must be prepared  

towards changes. Flexible resources with cost efficient management determines the 

survival and growth of any hypermarkets. In preparing the resources, employee training 

and development is crucial to uplift the high level of work ethics and employee morale 

during this pandemic moment.  

Understanding the retail industry involves managing the supply chain, using human 

resources to drive sales to both online and brick and mortar retail stores, and understanding 

the underlying causes of both profit and loss. The goal? Better sales. 

What are the challenges faced by the Hypermarkets in Malaysia?  

 

Since the starting of the Movement Control Orders (MCO), many hypermarkets were 

caught in challenging environment. Followings are few of the major challenges:- 

 

1. High employee turnover  

 

2. Loss of customer due to:- 

a. Movement Control Orders 

b. Customer resort to online purchases  

c. Customers naturally avoiding crowded places 

 

3. Change in consumer preferences 

a. Customers prefer comfort food, instant food items, which affects the supply 

chain of the hypermarkets.  

 

4. Drop in customer purchasing power 

a. Close down due to MCO made many employees jobless, therefore the 

purchasing power had dwindled very low, these directly impacted the 

hypermarkets with hundreds of employees. 

 

5. Changes in working style 

a. Many employees overtime payment and normal salary payment were affected. 

Some hypermarkets, in order to survive, they reduce the overtime working 

hours which initially was one of the major contributions in addition to the 

salary. This causes the staff moral to be high time low.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Impact on the Overall Operations of Hypermarkets  
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Retail managers are business experts to an extent. They analyse customer trends, supply 

chain fundamentals, and operations management to better understand why customers are 

satisfied or dissatisfied. They use this information to make critical decisions about retail 

strategy. It's more than just brick and mortar stores. Understanding internet marketing and 

         What Do the Retail Managers Do?  



 
 
social media helps retail managers make better decisions for customer needs and increase 

overall customer satisfaction in a measurable way. 

 

Stages to Face the Challenges during Covid-19 Pandemic  

 

 

Retail management workshops could include everything from managing employee moral, 

satisfaction, turnover to crisis and cost management. The series of workshops are 

conducted online to adjust the supply chain management, handle changes in customer 

preferences during pandemic to improve communication skills that boost the employee 

motivation and moral to stay on and move forward.  

Many workshops are self-paced and shall be customised to client’s needs and priorities. 

All fees are claimable from SBL Khas scheme (terms apply).  

 

The following workshops provide 10 specializations namely: 

1. Virtual Team Bonding for Employees during Movement Control Order (MCO) 

Learn Retail Management via Workshops 



 
 
2. Effective Stress Management Methods During Pandemic via Remote Online Training 

3. Effective Time Management Practices for Busy Managers and Executives 

4. Cultivating Positive Work Attitude and Positive Self-Motivation to Enhance 

Performances in Hypermarket  

5. Building a Resilient Self and a Team with Result 

6. Applying Emotional Intelligence in Workplace to Manage Talents  

7. Customer-Service Excellence: How to Deliver Exceptional Customer Service for  

 Hypermarket?  

8. Strategic Negotiation and Deal Making  - A Master Class for Retailers   

9. Managing Difficult People at Workplace 

10. Practical Leadership Skills for Managers and Supervisors in Hypermarket 

11. Impactful Supervisory Skills for Hypermarkets  

12. Impactful Supervisory Skills for In Managing Hypermarket  

      during Pandemic 

 

 

Each of the module shall incur investment of RM3,000 for maximum of 25 participants 

per class. The fees are claimable under the SBL Khas scheme introduced by HEDF Corp. 

(Terms Apply).  

 

 

All the workshops shall be conducted using online mode either by zoom, google meet or 

any other platform recommended by the client. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methodology 

Investments   



 
 
 

TRAINING OUTLINES 
 

 Virtual Team Bonding Activities for Employees during  

Movement Control Orders (MCO) 
 

 
Covid 19 pandemic has affected employee morale very badly. On top of that, work format 
and style has changed how the workers communicate among each other. The stress level 
and employee turnover also seem to be very high. Many cases of domestic violence, 
discipline violations were simultaneously recorded by the mainstream media in Malaysia 
and around the globe. Under this disturbing scenario, team bonding plays an important 
role to uplift the motivation, morale, self-esteem, communication and relationships 
among the workers and co-workers.  
Praxis with its wealth of experience has specially devised virtual team bonding activities 
to integrate all the workers under one common goal which is by stablishing relationship 
among them.  
A team that works well together will be more productive, successful, and will be much 
easier to work with. But the minute you suggest trying out a few team bonding games 
you will probably be met with more than a few eye rolls and blank stares. And you can 
probably relate to that. Virtual team bonding games tend to be extremely forced – and 
the only reason you’re doing them is “because management said so.” 
They don’t necessarily have to be, though. Team bonding games can be a fun way to bond 
with your co-workers and build workplace unity – and as everyone knows, a unified team 
is a productive team. 
 

Learning Outcome 
Upon completion of this fun virtual team bonding games, the participants shall be able 
to: 

• Promote strong understanding among each other 

• Share work related matters with high assertiveness or without hurting others 

• Empathise on individual workers to promote healthy work environment 

• Communicate effectively without any fear of favour. 

• Embed humour and cheerfulness at workplace 

• Manage and let go stress effectively 

• Regain the lost hope and trust if it is loss  

• Rewire the negative thinking pattern which may says all workers cannot be trusted 

• Connect deeply to each other 
 

INTRODUCTION 



 
 

Workshop Content  
 

• Icebreaking- Two truth and a Lie 
o Detect the lies by observing the non-verbal clues  

• Remove the Devil in Me Game (Perceptual positioning) 
o Determine the role play by individual on three chairs 
o Ask questions to obtain the best answer 
o Coach other to remove any conflicts at workplace 
o Freeze the positive feelings 

• Conflict is Personal Sabotage  
o Determine the undesired state of mind 
o Determine the desired state of the mind 
o Apply the communication presuppositions to switch from undesired to 

desired state of mind  

• Florist and the Customer  
o Solve conflict at home due to miscommunication 
o Work with a team to determine a solution and convince the other party 

• Game of Trust 
o Play the game and be a looser in order to be the winner 

• Riddles – Winner gets all 
o Fun game on answering the IQ questions 

• Find the Murderer 
o Analyse a picture and find the murderer  

• Reveal yourself with drawing 
o Draw a self-life portrait  
o Create a ghost from the portrait and allow others to find the right person 

• Now Monkey See and Monkey Do 
o Describe sentence to a partner with facial expressions 

• Beauty queen contest 
o Be a make-up artist to decorate a partner to win a beauty pageant  

 

OTHER KEY LEARNING POINTS FOR THE ACTIVITIES ARE:  
 

• Think creatively. Learn to see problems from "another point of view."  

• Designate clear responsibility for leadership.  

• Take responsibility for communication and coordination between teams.  

• Recognize current competencies and leverage existing skills.  

• Promote active learning throughout your organization.  

• Carelessness costs! Rules and regulations count!  

• Innovation boosts performance. Creativity creates results.  

• Flexibility works. You can be creative....and stay within rules.  

• There is power in persistence. If you don't ask, you don't get!  

• Share the vision. Understand the importance of seeing "the big picture."  



 
 

• Setting goals and targets can motivate teams to improved performance.  

• Celebrate success to boost team morale. 
 
 
 

Methodology will be using Remote Online Training (ROT)  
 
To ensure that you receive maximum benefits, audio-visual equipment and 
presentations will be introduced to highlight important principles. Besides team 
discussions and brainstorming sessions, games and role-playing will be used to facilitate 
learning, enhance understanding and to recap main ideas and concepts. 
 

Duration 
 
1 day (9.00am to 5.00pm)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Effective Stress Management Methods During     

Pandemic via Remote Online Training 

 

There are numerous causes of stress in our lives; many of which unfortunately cannot be 

avoided. The goal is to learn to reduce the amount of stress in your life while at the same 

time increasing your ability to manage it when those unavoidable situations occur. 

The Praxis Skills Stress Management Training Course provides you with techniques to 

manage your stress including how to implement specific relaxation techniques, identifying 

and avoiding stressful situations, coping with setbacks, accepting and coping with stress in 

certain situations and altering circumstances to minimize the effect stress has on you. 

Effective stress management will lead to better health and greater productivity. This is 

participant centered practical workshop without much lectures and theories. During the 

beginning of the workshop, the participants will be guided by the facilitator to face the 

brutal facts of their stress and eustress life practically. Upon discovering the self, about 9 

stress management tools will be demonstrated and applied during the workshop. Some take 

home cds will be given to the participants to continue with the diagnostic process after the 

workshop. During the workshop, the facilitator shall administer and apply the powerful 

stress relief tools from various psychology sources. Evidential data with clinical practices 

shall be given to the participants throughout the two days workshop.  

Positive and negative stress is a constant influence on all of our lives. The trick is to 

maximize the positive stress and to minimize the negative stress. This workshop will give 

participants a three-option method for addressing any stressful situation, as well as 

providing a toolbox of personal skills, including using routines, relaxation techniques and 

using a stress log system. 

Stress has many forms, some of which are difficult to cope with without knowing certain 

techniques taught in this course. Learn how to put into place a number of mechanisms 

designed to help you better manage stressful situations, while also allowing you to take 

advantage of the "eustress" or positive stress in your life. The 3 Cs technique which 

comprise of Customize, Change, and Continue provides effective solutions to 

participants to manage the stressful environment effectively. Each of the 3 Cs contains a 

successful method for the participants to achieve stress free life. The 3 Cs formula contains 

high level psychological tools for the participants to experience immediate relief from 

stress during the workshop and continue to pursue the changes continuously after the 

workshop.   

Customize stands for understanding the self-representation and customizing the both 

internal and external stimulus to become free from stress. Each individual has different 

stress triggering points. Importantly, psychologies confirms that determining the stress 

LEARNING OUTCOME 
 



 
 
trigger point is vital before diagnosing the stress. Customization involves coaching the self 

to adapt to different situations that triggers the stress. Resource anchoring and Language 

& Behavior Profile methods will used to achieve the customization objectives.   

The second step is to change, this means removing the symptoms of stress such as worries, 

anger, sadness, compulsive behaviors, negative self-talks, negative emotions etc. Time line 

therapy is a practical and proven tool that can accomplish the changing tasks. Time Line 

Therapy is sub-division of the hypnotherapy tool to remove fear, anxiety, depression, 

trauma, anger, negative emotions. During the workshop, participants will be taught on how 

to use the Time Line Therapy to remove the selected negative symptoms of stress 

effectively. They also will be taught how to administer the method at home or in the office. 

It is important to take note that Time Line Therapy makes permanent changes at the un-

conscious level of the participants. Another additional benefit the participant will achieve 

is that they will be very much be in a mindful state when the symptoms strikes them again.     

The third and the final step that will be taught in the stress workshop is continue. Continue 

refers to coping with major events in life that causes stress through personal support 

system. This support system will expose the participants to applying effective breathing, 

30 minutes exercise, stress free diet, self-induced whole body relaxation techniques, 

managing negative self-talk and creating stress log.  

In summary, all the 3 Cs shall instill comprehensive changes in the participants by the 

certified professional trainer. Upon completion of the workshop, the participants will be 

kept in the email and phone contact loop for at least 1 month to provide further support for 

those who need it. Refer to the “Workshop Options” title below.  

After completing this workshop participant will know how to: 

➢ Determine the root cause of stress and its normal symptoms.  

➢ Determine the stress trigger points 

➢ Master the three "C's" of a stressful situation: Customize, Change, Continue 

➢ Learn how to remove the negative emotions that is caused by the stress 

➢ Learn what lifestyle elements can be changed to reduce stress 

➢ Use routines to reduce stress 

➢ Learn environmental & physical relaxation techniques 

➢ Learn how to cope with major events 

➢ How implementing routines can reduce or remove stress 

➢ How to establish a personal support system 

➢ Learn how to use a stress log to identify stressors & create a plan to reduce or eliminate 

them 

 

 

Step 1 

• Types of stress – Negative and positive (eustress) stress 

• Stress Analysis 

o Stress symptoms 

▪ Emotional symptoms 

▪ Behavior symptoms 

COURSE OUTLINE 
 



 
 

▪ Work performance symptoms 

▪ Family and work life symptoms 

o Mapping the causes and effects of stress – personal and workplace 

 Activity: Participants shall do self-administered questionnaire on stress health 

 Conduct fault tree analysis to determine the logic behind the undesired state  

 

Step 2 : Customize  

• Determining the positive and negative states  

o Cause of Unresourceful states that leads to stress 

▪ Pressure 

▪ Dateline 

▪ Workload 

▪ Profile conflicts 

▪ Personal history 

Activity: Small group exercise on case and facilitated group discussion  

o Instill Resourceful state to overcome stress 

▪ Positive resource anchoring  

• Calmness 

• Patience 

• Peace 

• Determination 

• Self-Confidence  

• Other positive resources 

Activity: Demonstration will be conducted the participants on bringing the resourcefulness 

to overcome stress. Participants will be applying the method to their partners after the demo 

with observation from the facilitator. (Note: Anchoring method is applied to eliminate 

minor negative emotions caused by stress).  

 

Step 3: Customize  

• Overcome stress caused by profile conflicts 

o Language and Behavior Profile (LAB) 

o Determine the conflicts caused by the profile differences 

o Align the personal profile to match with the other 

o Freeze the personal profile that matches 

Activity 1: Conduct self-administered questionnaire on the personal profile. 

Activity 2: Conduct small group discussions on case the highlights the personality clashes.  

      

       

 

 

      Step 4: Change 

• Time Line Therapy (TLT)  to remove negative emotions  



 
 
Activity: Facilitator shall demo to the participants on applying the TLT method. Short 

printed guidelines will be given to the participants to apply to others after the demo.  After 

that future pace.  

 

     Step 5: Change 

• Like to Dislike removing unwanted values that causes stress using sub-modalities   

Activity: Facilitator shall demo to the participants on applying the like to dislike method. 

Short printed guidelines will be given to the participants to apply to others after the demo.  

This exercise is important as reinforcing the positive emotions after the TLT above. Mm 

 

     Step 6: Change 

• Stress Game – Remove Toxic Waste 

Activity: Participants will be tested on their resilient against the stress through this game. 

The objective of the game is to measure how the participants stay focus on the job despite 

many challenges they face from other.    

 

     Step 7: Continue 

• Whole Body Relaxation 

Activity 1: Stress relief breathing techniques  

Activity 2: Guided imagery induction techniques 

Activity 3: Self-hypnotherapy whole body relaxation methods plus some simple stretching 

exercise.  

Note: Evidential resource CD shall be distributed to the participants to use it at home and 

at work during the break time.   

 

      Step 8: Continue 

• Eliminate inner conflicts that causes stress 

Activity: Parts integration – Integrate the undesired state which is the cause of personal 

stress to the desired state. Objective of this exercise is to coach the participants to achieve 

work life balance that can be cause of stress.  

 

• Eliminate negative-self talks 

o  Two cognitive behavior steps in removing negative self-talk 

Activity 1 : Reframing methods – Chunking up or macro thinking approach 

 

Step 9: Environmental Relaxation Techniques 

• Finding a sanctuary 

o Nature 

o People 

o Family 

o Music 

o Time for self 

Activity: Participants will develop their own sanctuary after a short lecture.  

 

Step 10 : Remove the four clouds that gives stressful life by coaching session 

o Cloud 1: Negative thinking 

o Cloud 2: Negative emotions 



 
 

o Cloud 3: Limiting beliefs 

o Cloud 4: Inner conflict 

Activity: A demo will be conducted by the facilitator on a volunteered participant on the 

ways to remove the four clouds. After the demo, the participants shall apply the method on 

their partner.  

 

(Note: Some activities above are subject to changes, depending on the participants 

background)  

• Senior Managers 

• Middle Managers, Executives and Supervisors  

This workshop shall be conducted from 9.00am to 5.00pm, inclusive of breaks in between.  

 

Client shall be provided 4 hours talk after the MCO is lifted. In case client needed the 

trainer to conduct face to face, they just have to pay for the accommodation and travel 

expenses. Otherwise, no payment is required.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PEOPLE MOST LIKELY TO BENEFIT  
 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 
 

Additional  Support 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 Effective Time Management Practices for Busy 
Managers and Executives in Hypermarket 

Introduction  
Most of us have, at one time or another, felt daunted and overwhelmed by the number of 

tasks and commitments that have been pushed in our direction. There are many instances 

the managers and supervisors in the hypermarket needs to work on uncertainties. The key 

to tackling this situation is effective time management. It is more important than ever to 

develop highly effective time management skills to minimize stress, increase productivity, 

overcome procrastination and effectively delegate.  

 

 

Understanding, identifying and defining your long-term goals is the very first step for an 

effective time management in the hypermarkets. With the broader goal in the background, 

you can now set your short-term goals that will effectively lead you to achieving your long 

cherished long-term goals in your life.  

 

One skill that is prevalent in all leaders of repute is time management. People who use 

these techniques routinely are the highest achievers in all walks of life, from business to 

sport to public service. Managing time well enables you to be in control of your life; it 

allows you to act on situations rather than react to situations. When reacting to situations 

you are ill-prepared and under stress so your action is far from your optimum capacity. 

Whereas, when you act on situations it is well planned and thus allows you to function at 

your highest.  

 

At the heart of time management is an important shift in focus: Concentrate on results, not 

on being busy. This is a one of the most important time management skills. Many people 

spend their days in a frenzy of activity, but achieve very little because they are not 

concentrating on the right things.  

 

According to the Pareto Principle, or the ‘80:20 Rule’, typically 80% of unfocused effort 

generates only 20% of results. The remaining 80% of results are achieved with only 20% 

of the effort.  

 

By applying the skills taught in the Time Management Workshops, you can optimize your 

efforts to ensure that you concentrate as much of your time and energy as possible on the 

high payoff tasks. This ensures that you achieve the greatest benefit possible with the 

limited amount of time available to you. Contrary to popular belief, effective time 

management is not based on doing more things in less time.  

 

This Time Management Training course is about doing the right things and doing them 

better. 



 
 
 

Learning Outcomes  
 

• Set S.M.A.R.T. goals  

• Learn to prioritize effectively  

• Plan strategically  

• Gain lasting skills to tackle procrastination  

• Learn to easily handle high pressure, crisis situations  

• Learn to organize their workspace for efficiency and productivity  

• Master when & how to delegate for maximum productivity  

• Learn to set daily rituals for better productivity  

• Gain insightful skills to better manage meetings and keep them on track  

• Discover alternatives to in-person meetings  

 

Course Content 
 

Time Management Training Course - Lesson 1  

Goal Setting  

• The Three P's  

• S.M.A.R.T Goals  

• Prioritizing your goals  

• Visualization  

 

Time Management Training Course - Lesson 2  

Prioritizing your Time  

• the 80/20 rule  

• The Urgent versus Important Matrix  

• Assertiveness  

 

Time Management Training Course - Lesson 3  

Tackling Procrastination  

• Why we procrastinate  

•  Nine ways to overcome procrastination  

 

Management Training Course - Lesson 4  

Crisis Management  

• When the storm hits  

• Creating a plan  

• Executing the plan  

• Lessons learned  

 

Time Management Training Course - Lesson 5  

Organizing your Workspace  

• De-clutter  

• Managing workflow  

• Dealing with e-mail  

• Using calendars  



 
 
 

Time Management Training Course - Lesson 6  

Setting a Ritual  

• What is a ritual?  

• Ritualizing sleep, meals, exercise  

• Examples of rituals  

• Using rituals to maximize time  

 

Time Management Training Course - Lesson 7  

Meeting Management  

• Deciding if a meeting is necessary  

• Using the PAT approach  

• Building the agenda  

• Keeping things on track  

• Making sure the meeting was worthwhile  

 

Methodology 
Lecture, demonstrations and practical exercises. 

 

Who should attend? 
Managers, executives, supervisors or any superiors that needs to communicate and 

influence the workers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 Cultivating Positive Work Attitude and Positive 
Self-Motivation to Enhance Performances in Hypermarket 

– Two Days Interactive Workshop via Online 

Introduction 

Every worker in hypermarket needs to excel in their existing position to improve their personal 
capabilities.  Few hypermarkets, however, are implementing positive strategies aimed at retention 
by focusing on changing the worker’s mindset. It is quite natural that one personal does better  than 
the other given the same situation. The question is why? Despite both of them having a similar 
qualifications and experiences. Psychologies have answered this pertinent question few decades 
ago, the reason relies on the personnel’s personalities and attitudes which is deep rooted in their 
intrinsic values.  Some personnel have high intrinsic personality that is extrovert and the other is 
introvert. Researches has shown that these personality traits have very high significant to 
performances especially when dealing with daily challenges in the workplace. Optimists see the path 
while pessimists see the obstacle. When faced with a challenge, optimists look for opportunities in 
the chaos. Negative thinkers just shrug their shoulders and quip, "I knew that was going to happen." 
These two days interactive workshop is for any individuals that are sustaining themselves in this 
competitive environment.  

Learning Outcome 

At this program's conclusion, participants should be able to: 

• Identify behaviours that create positive and negative perceptions. 
• The role of intrinsic values on developing the motivation 
• Aware of negative and positive self-talks using psychology methods. 
• Identify the personality types of other people. 
• Describe how to break habits that contribute to self-negativity or self-sabotage.  
• Cultivate self-awareness and motivations 
• Choose positive approaches to win self and people 
• Identify actions that can be taken to elicit the self-motivation. 
• Identify the actions that elicit positive emotions to move forward. 



 
 

The following outline highlights some of the course's key learning points. As part of your training 
program, we will modify content as needed to meet your business objectives. 

Course Outline 

1. The Mind Power -Lesson 1 
• You are what you think 

• Develop list of perceptions to build the self-image 

• Reframe the internal self-talk to build rapport  

• Mind management techniques to develop daily positive work attitude 

• Managing emotions using positive thoughts 

• Develop plans to build rapport  
o Intensify communications 
o Develop questions to obtain information 
o Provide solutions rather than selling  

     Activity 1: Case discussion on building rapport  

2. Cognitive Behavior and Positive Attitude -Lesson 2 
• Am I a good sales professional? Understand self by psychology self introspections  

• How I view myself? 

• How others view me? 

• Does how I view myself and how others views me are the same? 

• What are my personal barriers to change? 

• Manage procrastination attitude to improve 
      Activity 2: Perceptual Positioning  

3. Managing Personal Conflict to instil Professional Sales Mindset -
Lesson 3 
• My existing comfort zone that may set barriers to sales growth. 

• Self-Limiting beliefs and its impact on performances  

• Methods of removing self-limiting beliefs for good. 
      Activity 3:  Enhance the Circle of Influence  

4. High Motivation with right Skills-Lesson 4 
• Social Intelligence vs IQ 

• 14 Psychology profile of different people 

• Calibrate the “ self” to match with different profile using Language and Behaviour Profile 
(LAB) 

• 15 Fundamentals to improve people’s skill 
       Activity 4:  Short case on Language and Behavior Profile (LAB) and   
       Decision making during high emotional time 



 
 

5. Social Intelligence and Motivation -Lesson 5 
• Wired to connect using Carnegie’s 5 people skills 

• Broken Bones-how to patch? 

• Desire for healthy connections 

• How to win friends and influence people: Dale Carnegie’s approach 
      Activity 5:  Game of Trust and Build Tower Project 

6. Self-Productivity through Marketing Audit- Lesson 6 
• Analyze my past performance records to determine weaknesses 

• Understand my current performances at the workplace 

• Develop prospective improvement checklist 

• Design personality development strategies by:- 
Activity 6: Setting Personal and Organizational Goals though Mind Mapping 
 

Who should attend? 
This training is suitable for managers, supervisors, executives and any other individuals who are 
thinking of developing themselves.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Building a Resilient Self and a Team with result 

– Two Day Workshop 

Introduction 

Optimists see the path while pessimists see the obstacle. When faced with a challenge, optimists 
look for opportunities. Negative thinkers just shrug their shoulders and quip, "I knew that was going 
to happen." This program is for any organization facing challenges and change.  

Covid-19 pandemic has impacted many managers and leaders both in business and corporate 
sectors to align their management mode to face the leadership and motivational challenges. 
Changes in the work instructions, meetings, communications demand new effective approach to 
enhance the productivity. This workshop shall provide the fundamental tools for both leaders and 
managers to create an effective way to communicate with their subordinates while maintaining their 
own motivations to move forward,  

Workshop Objectives 

Increase the individual’s knowledge and skill levels in the areas detailed in the “work schedule”.  
Planning Procedures, organization and management of tasks and resources will be demonstrated 
and ample time will be provided during the workshop sessions to practice their skills. Presentations 
on key areas will be reinforced through the workshop sessions to develop methods and techniques 
presented to apply to the individuals own work situation. 

Upon completion of the workshop, the participants will be able to:- 

• Identifying the key responsibilities of the supervisor 

• Aware of personal characteristics that affects the effective supervision processes 

• Applying the right leadership techniques to the right operators 

• Apply the questioning methods to communicate with the operators 

• Setting and achieving realistic goals 

• Understanding what makes people accept instructions 



 
 

• Learn how to record and evaluate operator’s performance 

• Use a team’s key strengths to achieve results 

• Provide effective performance feedback 

• Understand the key techniques of influencing others 

• Develop workplace harmony  
 
 

Workshop Content 

Essential Behavioral Skills for the Supervisor 
• Coping with stress 

• Methods of cultivating positive attitude through proven self-management practices 

• Effective methods of converting negative emotions into positive 

• Establish system driven communications to avoid conflicts  
Activity: Short case – Changing from negative to positive self-talk 
 

Understand Workers Personality Type to Manage Adversity Quotient  
• Language and Behavior Profile (LAB) 

• Influencing skills using Language and Behavior (LAB)  personality types 

• Determine the job profile 

• Measure the gap between the operator and the job profiles 
Activities: Short case: Profile mismatch  

Communication Methods to Avoid Conflict 

• Root Cause Analysis on Conflict 
• RASIC Model 

Activities: Demo and practical exercise on Root Cause 
Analysis 

   

Decision Making and Problem Solving 
• Role of decisions making for supervisors 

• Tools for making supervisory decisions 
- Brain Storming 
- Force Field techniques 
- Delphi methods 
Activities: Apply the supervisory decision techniques on a production situations 

Performance Management 
• 9 Grid Performance Model 

• Measure the operator’s skills 

• Measure operator’s attitude 

• Develop coaching plans to improve operator’s performances.  

• Activity: Situational role play on 9-Grid Model  



 
 

Delivering Performance feedback 
• Profiling and recording good and bad incidents at the work place 

• Corrective feedback 

• Provide opportunities to practice the desired performance 

• Activity: Role Play providing feedbacks to the operator(s) on a unique situations 
 

Managing Change to Cultivate Higher Productivity  
• Determine the need for change 

• Fix the scope of changes 

• Develop team to spearhead the changes 

• Determine the resources and time frame  

• Obtain top management’s approval 

• Execute the change 

• Report the progress 
Activity: Develop change management project  
 

Deep Rapport Building with workers using NLP  
• Sensory Acuity 

• Calibration: Sensory Acuity exercise 

• How to gain Rapport by Matching and Mirroring 

• Practical exercise on Matching and Mirroring 

• Activity: Role Play on Building Rapport  

 

Removing the 4 clouds of limiting beliefs 
• Remove inner conflicts 

• Remove negative thinking 

• Remove limiting beliefs 

• Remove negative emotions 

• Activity: Questioning techniques to remove the four clouds  
 

Removing Workplace Conflict using Perceptual Positioning 
• Position One: The Self 

• Position Two: The person which mind has perceiving have conflict 

• Position Three: Neutral Person (Adviser)  
Activity: Perceptual Positioning Exercise after a Demo 

Dealing with Difficult Workers 
• Types of Difficult Operators 

• Profiling the Difficult Workers using the performance check sheet  

• Effective Communication Strategies  

• Understand Employment Act 1955 in dealing with problematic operators  

• Activity: Case discussions on handling difficult operators at work  
 



 
 

Audience 
This programme is suitable for all the line leaders and the supervisors who want to enhance their supervisory 
skills by being an effective leader.  
 

Duration 
2 Day – 9.00 am to 5.00 pm  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Applying Emotional Intelligence in Workplace to 
Manage Talents - Two Day Interactive Workshop 

 

Introduction 

Our ability to deal effectively with our emotions in the work place is critical to our success as 
managers and service providers. As the pace of the world increases and our environment 
makes more and more demands on our cognitive, emotional and physical resources, 
Emotional Intelligence is increasingly critical as a skill set. Emotional Intelligence strategies 
combine with native intelligence increase our ability to successfully manage the constant 
challenges from customers and our business associates.  

Through skill building exercises, and group discussion, this one-day course will provide you 
with the opportunity to identify your own challenges in maintaining positive environments 
and collaborative relationships as well as 
overcoming resistance and negativity. 
Participants will explore tools, techniques, 
skills and perceptions to perform your role 
and manage your emotions with confidence 
and positive results.  

Who should attend? 

Individuals who will benefit from this course 
include those who wish to accomplish the 
following:  

• Increase deliberateness in making decision 
• Temper negative responses to distressing situations 



 
 

• Improve conflict and communication skills 

What you will achieve? 

• An understanding of the importance of using Emotional Intelligence 
• The ability to create an environment for productive work relationships 
• A model to guide your responses to difficult and challenging situations 
• An approach for more intentional actions 
• The ability to self-motivate while tempering negative responses 
• Team communication skills for running effective meetings, decision-making, and creative 

problem-solving 
• One-on-one communication skills for constructive feedback and conflict management 
• The opportunity to practice applying tools and skills through individual and group exercises 
• The confidence to deal with resistance and negativity 
• The ability to demonstrate leadership qualities that 

promote trust, motivation, and commitment to results 
• Skills in "outcome thinking"  

What you will learn? 

• How to recognize and understand the five 
competencies for building Emotional Intelligence 

• Self-motivation and job satisfaction as factors that 
contribute to high performance 

• Practical tools and skills for communicating 
effectively, assertively, and collaboratively 

• Influencing and partnering skills 
• Communication approaches and skills for developing relationships and ownership for 

successful outcomes and follow through 
• Skills for conflict management and dealing with difficult situations 
• How to choose perceptions and behaviors that will lead to positive outcomes 

Course Content 

Emotional Intelligence Training Course - Lesson 1 
What is Emotional Intelligence? 

• Self-management 

• Self-awareness 

• Self-regulation 

• Self-motivation 

• Empathy 
Activity 1: Self-Assessment on EQ 



 
 

Activity 2: Decision Making and EI 
 

Emotional Intelligence Training Course - Lesson 2 
• Four Skills in Emotional Intelligence 

• How to accurately perceive emotions 

• Use emotions to facilitate thinking 

• Understand emotional meanings 

• Manage emotions 

• Activity: Facilitator guided demo on being aware 
of positive states (emotions) and how to stay in 
the state.  

Emotional Intelligence Training Course 
- Lesson 3 

• Verbal Communication Skills  

• Focused listening 

• Asking questions 

• Communicating with flexibility and 
authenticity 

• Activity: Meta model approach of asking questions by 
embedding suggestions. Methods of dissociating the 
negative emotions from the words we speak.  

 

Emotional Intelligence Training 
Course - Lesson 4 

• Social Management and Responsibility 

• Benefits of emotional intelligence 

• Articulate your emotions using language 

• Role Play Activity: Detecting emotions from the spoken language. 
 

Emotional Intelligence Training Course - Lesson 5 
Tools to Regulate Your Emotions 

• Seeing the other side 

• Self-management and self-awareness 

• Giving in without giving up 

• Role Play Activity: Negotiate with the superior  
 

Emotional Intelligence Training Course - Lesson 6 
Gaining Control 

• Using coping thoughts 



 
 

• Using relaxation techniques 

• Bringing it all together 
Activity: Head to toe self-relaxation technique  

 

Emotional Intelligence Training Course - Lesson 7 
Business Practices (Part I) 

• Understand emotions and how to manage them in the workplace 

• Role of emotional intelligence at work 

• Disagreeing constructively 
Activity: Case study “Tears in the Job”  
 

Emotional Intelligence Training Course – Lesson 8 
Business Practices (Part 2) 

• Optimism 

• Pessimism 

• The balance between optimism and pessimism  

• Being zealous without being offensive 
Activity: Video “No”to “Yes”.  

Methodology 
Lecture, games, role plays, short cases and practical exercises. 

Who should attend? 
This workshop is suitable for all employees.  

Duration 
2-Day – 9.00 am to 5.00 pm  
 
 
 

 Customer-Service Excellence: How to Deliver 
Exceptional Customer Service for Hypermarket?     

Two Day Workshop 

Introduction 
Customer Service in the retail sector is not about fancy products or intricate corporate culture; it is 
about dedicated, trustworthy employees who create satisfied and loyal customers. Today, with more 
and more competitors vying for customers’ attention in the retail industry, exceptional customer 
service is no longer optional; it is essential to stay profitable in business. The ability to provide 
exceptional customer service offers a strong competitive edge to retailers especially in the midst of 
price war. . Statistics show that consumers tell 9 to 12 people when they receive good customer 
service, yet they tell 20 people when they receive poor customer service. Amazingly, in the retail 
sector, consumers are willing to spend up to 10% more for a product or service if they receive better 



 
 
quality and service. These statistics demonstrate the value of providing exceptional customer 
service. Exceptional customer service includes the ability to meet both the obvious and the less 
obvious needs of the customers. It includes what is said to the customers, how it is said, as well as 
the attitude that is conveyed to the customers. To benefit from the advantages that exceptional 
customer service can provide, employees need to strengthen the skills required to provide exemplary 
customer service. 
 

Program Objectives 
 

o To identify and understand the needs and expectation of internal and external customers 
o To identify customer-oriented attitude and the required skills and competencies 
o To read various customer behaviors and make adjustments to communication  
o based on those behaviors 
o To apply personality knowledge to communicate more effectively with customers 
o To develop a personalized strategy for improving listening skills 
o To improve the skills in handling customers’ complains 
o To apply methods to win back the customers 
o To reduce stressful situations 

 

At this program's conclusion, participants should be 
able to: 

 
o Describe exceptional customer service. 
o Identify the benefits of great customer service. 
o Recognize barriers to the delivery of outstanding customer service. 
o Adapt to specific customer behavior styles. 
o Demonstrate how to measure customer-satisfaction levels and take corrective action if 

needed. 
o Learn techniques for dealing with angry or upset customers. 
o Develop a personal action plan to improve customer-service skills. 

 

Course Content 

Day 1 – Phase One  
 Introduction to Customer Service in Supermarket and Hypermarkets.  
 What are the components of service quality in the retail business? 

▪ Tangibles – arrangement of products and visual displays 
▪ Reliability – The price and the quality of the product matches or exceeds 

customer’s expectations 
▪ Responsiveness – Responsiveness of sales representatives to customer needs in 

the hypermarkets 
▪ Assurance – Assurance of product quality with expiry dates 
▪ Empathy – Develop sales promotional plans in accordance to the customer needs 

 Who are our Customers?  
 What the Customer Wants? Anticipating Customer Needs 
 To what extend can we fulfill their expectations 



 
 

 Customer Service vs Personal Emotions 
 Customer Service: Recording incidents and complaints? 
 Devise customer service strategies to reduce repeated complains 

Activity: Case discussions  
 

Day 1 – Phase Two  
 Social Intelligence Vs  IQ 
  5 Fundamentals To Improve People’s Skill 

o Self Criticism Methods 
o Assessing how customers view me? 
o Calibrate according to customers’ buying pattern 
o Non-verbal cues and contacts 
o Product knowledge and providing sincere advise 

        Activity: Role play 
 

Day 1 – Phase Three  
 5 types of retail customers 

o Loyal customers 
o Discount customers 
o Impulse customers 
o Need-based customers 
o Wandering customers 

 Customizing the services and communications according to types of customers. 
Activity: Case discussions and brain storming 

 
Day 1 – Phase Four 

 Customer buying behaviour groupings and customer service areas for improvements 
o Place of purchase  
o Items purchased 
o Time and frequency of purchase 
o Methods of purchase 
o Response to the sales promotions 

Activity: Video play: Assessment on customer service of a retail company 
 

 

Day 2 – Phase Five  
 Introduction: Dealing With Difficult Customers 
 Identify The Different Types of Difficult Customers. 
 Methods of Dealing With Different Types of Difficult Customers 
 11 Ways to make customer annoyed without knowingly 
 33 Ways to Make Customers Like You 
Activity: Role play on perceptual positioning 

 

Day 2 – Phase Six 
 Understand The Types And Nature Of Complaint 



 
 

 How to Resolve Customer Problems and Complaints  
 You  to  Negotiate Anything  
 The Complain-Handling Process  

o Receive: Listen-Understand 
o Ask Questions 
o Verify the Facts 
o Understand the Complainer’s profile 
o Explain with Facts 

▪ Admit or Educate 
▪ Provide Solutions 

• Customer’s Action 

• Service Providers Action 
o Final Agreement 

Activity: Role play on customer complaint 
 

 The Five Essential Customer Skills 
o Persuasions 
o Assertiveness 
o Conflict Resolutions 
o Relationship Building 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Strategic Negotiation and Deal Making                                         
- A Master Class for Retailers 

  

Introduction 
This Negotiation Skills Training Course provides you with practical negotiation techniques 

applicable to negotiation in many contexts and situations. The negotiation training course 

is run like a workshop where the participants are given some theory, then work in pairs or 

small teams to prepare for negotiations that are relevant to your needs. In this Negotiation 

Skills Training course participants will learn theory and get the opportunity to apply it to 

scenarios that suit your specific needs. This is training tailored to you!  

  

The principles are the same though.  

Our approach to good negotiation isn't about winning and it isn't about someone else losing. 

It is, however, about learning to 'play the game' better, because that's what negotiation is - 

a game. And like any game there are rules and conventions.  

Our negotiation programmes help people define their own rules and beliefs about 

negotiation and how they either support or get in the way of success. From there we look 

at each person's individual negotiation style and develop people's negotiation skills in being 

able to see better what's going on for other people, reading body language, and handling 

tricky meetings.  

We like to think our work is inspirational, with people getting a real feel and flavour of 

how the best negotiators work: with subtlety and flair; knowing what to give away, when 

to make demands and how to compensate when there are difficulties; how to let go of their 

positions, giving up one want and choosing another. 



 
 

This program is one of the signature programs adopted by 
PETRONAS to trained all the executives and non-executives who 
directly involved in the negotiations. Our Negotiation Skills Training 
can be tailored as an in-house programme to address specific issues 
within your company. 

 

By the end of this negotiation training course, 
delegates will: 

 

• Have the knowledge and tools necessary to be able to conduct any negotiation as a 

competitive and collaborative negotiation 

• Understand how to make the most effective use of time available for negotiation 

preparation 

• Appreciate the benefits of a wide range of persuasion techniques which are effective in 

commercial negotiations 

• Be aware of the most commonly used tricks, traps and ploys used in negotiation and, more 

importantly, how to deal with them 

• See for yourself the factors which make the difference between effective and average 

negotiators 

Who is it for? 

Anyone responsible for negotiating on behalf of their organisation/department. An 

essential course for executives and non-executives, officers, staff, and frontline workers 

looking to get the best deal, or anyone in a sales and service role looking for a complete 

negotiation toolkit. Procurement team should take advantage of this hands-on training.  

Outline 

Day 1 
- Defining negotiation and goals 

o Activity 1: Self Assessment on negotiation skills 

- Types of negotiation 

o Contract 

o Supplier procurement 

o New policies/ rules and regulations  

o Difficult workers 

o Others 

o Activity 2: Market Rate for Rented Premises vs Proposed Rates 

(Require internet access for the activity)  

- Understanding Negotiation Surplus 

o Negotiators’ entry and exit points 

o BATNA Strategies 

o Negotiations surplus and deficits 

Activity 3: Negotiation Role Play – Tenant vs Property Owner 

        

- Four Stages of Negotiation Process with public 



 
 

o Preparation 

o Setting priorities 

o Bargaining 

o Questioning  

o Re-freezing 

o Closing the deal 

o Activity 4: Effective Questioning Techniques to Pace ‘The Other Side’ (TOS) 

 

 

Day 2 
 

 

The BATNA strategies in dealing with TOS 

o Understanding the consequences of negotiation dead lock 

o Developing smart contingency strategies 

o Seek for win-win situations  

- Applying team strategies in negotiation 

o Types of team members 

o Preparing an ideal team for negotiations 

o Assigning team roles 

o Executing team strategies 

o Activity 5: Negotiation Role Play – Tenant vs Contractor for Office 

Renovation 

- Recognizing opponents tactics and strategies 

o Russian front 

o Making balloon futures  

o Calling higher authority 

o Crunch the time 

o Bring in the dancer 

o The walkout 

o Roaring brains 

o Activity 6: Negotiation Role Play – Detect the Tactics 

- End of the program  

What will I get out of it? 

• A understanding of what negotiation is (and what it isn’t)  

• The ability to achieve win/win outcomes every time  

• A strategy for successful negotiation based on careful planning  

• Improved face to face communication and rapport building skills  

• Tried and tested questioning techniques to establish trades and build flexibility  

• Tactics that ensure you will always trade and never concede  

• The opportunity to role-play with experienced actors who will challenge and engage you, 

to help apply your newly acquired skills and behaviours  

• A blended learning experience that allows your learning to continue at work  



 
 

Methodology 
This workshop emphasis mainly on negotiation tactics and role plays. During the role 

play, the participants shall be observed on their strengths and weaknesses based on 

standard negotiation criteria and the outcome of the negotiated agreement.  

Day 3 (Optional) 

Advanced Communication and Influencing Skills using 
Psychology 

• Perceptual Positioning – Power Tool to Develop Empathy without Distortion  

o Position One – The Self 

o Position Two – The other 

o Position Three – The Third Person 

o Practical exercise on perceptual positioning  

 

• How to Read People Like a Book using Language on Behaviour using Language and 

Behaviour Profile (LAB) 

o How to understand people with the words they speak? 

o How to profile someone through their writings? 

▪ Emails 

▪ Letters 

▪ Written Instructions  

▪ Other written methods 

o What are the different characters of people and how they communicate 

differently? 

o Applying active listening at workplace 

o How to match with people after listening to them? 

o How to adjust our written reply so that it is well accepted by the receiver. 

• Deep Rapport Building using Psychology  

o Sensory Acuity 

o Calibration: Sensory Acuity exercise 

o How to gain Rapport by Matching and Mirroring 

o Practical exercise on Matching and Mirroring 

• Personality Types and Emotions as a Tools of Persuasions  

o The link between the personality types and the emotions 

o Mood and Motivation 

o Methods of detecting mood swings 

▪ Non-verbal cues 

 

 

 

Target Audience 
• Any employees involved in the acquisition of materials, equipment and services from 

suppliers or external parties. 

• Employees who are involved in negotiation process with clients 

 



 
 

Investment 
RM3,000 per day, inclusive of trainer fees, materials, travelling and accommodation. The 

price is inclusive of tax and the fees is claimable from HRDF (Terms apply). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Strategic Negotiation and Deal Making  - A Master 
Class for Retailers  (2 Days Hands-On Workshop) 

Introduction 
This Negotiation Skills Training Course provides you with practical negotiation techniques 

applicable to negotiation in many contexts and situations. The negotiation training course 

is run like a workshop where the participants are given some theory, then work in pairs or 

small teams to prepare for negotiations that are relevant to your needs. In this Negotiation 

Skills Training course participants will learn theory and get the opportunity to apply it to 

scenarios that suit your specific needs. This is training tailored to you!  

  

The principles are the same though.  

Our approach to good negotiation isn't about winning and it isn't about someone else losing. 

It is, however, about learning to 'play the game' better, because that's what negotiation is - 

a game. And like any game there are rules and conventions.  

Our negotiation programmes help people define their own rules and beliefs about 

negotiation and how they either support or get in the way of success. From there we look 

at each person's individual negotiation style and develop people's negotiation skills in being 

able to see better what's going on for other people, reading body language, and handling 

tricky meetings.  



 
 
We like to think our work is inspirational, with people getting a real feel and flavour of 

how the best negotiators work: with subtlety and flair; knowing what to give away, when 

to make demands and how to compensate when there are difficulties; how to let go of their 

positions, giving up one want and choosing another. 

This program is one of the signature programs adopted by 
PETRONAS to trained all the executives and non-executives who 
directly involved in the negotiations. Our Negotiation Skills Training 
can be tailored as an in-house programme to address specific issues 
within your company. 

By the end of this negotiation training course, 
delegates will: 

 

• Have the knowledge and tools necessary to be able to conduct any negotiation as a 

competitive and collaborative negotiation 

• Understand how to make the most effective use of time available for negotiation 

preparation 

• Appreciate the benefits of a wide range of persuasion techniques which are effective in 

commercial negotiations 

• Be aware of the most commonly used tricks, traps and ploys used in negotiation and, more 

importantly, how to deal with them 

• See for yourself the factors which make the difference between effective and average 

negotiators 

 

 

 

Who is it for? 

Anyone responsible for negotiating on behalf of their organisation/department. An 

essential course for executives and non-executives, officers, staff, and frontline workers 

looking to get the best deal, or anyone in a sales and service role looking for a complete 

negotiation toolkit. Procurement team should take advantage of this hands-on training.  

 

Outline 

Day 1 
- Defining negotiation and goals 

o Activity 1: Self Assessment on negotiation skills 

- Types of negotiation 

o Contract 

o Supplier procurement 

o New policies/ rules and regulations  

o Difficult workers 

o Others 



 
 

o Activity 2: Market Rate for Rented Premises vs Proposed Rates 

(Require internet access for the activity)  

- Understanding Negotiation Surplus 

o Negotiators’ entry and exit points 

o BATNA Strategies 

o Negotiations surplus and deficits 

Activity 3: Negotiation Role Play – Tenant vs Property Owner 

        

- Four Stages of Negotiation Process with public 

o Preparation 

o Setting priorities 

o Bargaining 

o Questioning  

o Re-freezing 

o Closing the deal 

o Activity 4: Effective Questioning Techniques to Pace ‘The Other Side’ (TOS) 

Day 2 
 

 

The BATNA strategies in dealing with TOS 

o Understanding the consequences of negotiation dead lock 

o Developing smart contingency strategies 

o Seek for win-win situations  

- Applying team strategies in negotiation 

o Types of team members 

o Preparing an ideal team for negotiations 

o Assigning team roles 

o Executing team strategies 

o Activity 5: Negotiation Role Play – Tenant vs Contractor for Office 

Renovation 

- Recognizing opponents tactics and strategies 

o Russian front 

o Making balloon futures  

o Calling higher authority 

o Crunch the time 

o Bring in the dancer 

o The walkout 

o Roaring brains 

o Activity 6: Negotiation Role Play – Detect the Tactics 

- End of the program  

What will I get out of it? 

• A understanding of what negotiation is (and what it isn’t)  

• The ability to achieve win/win outcomes every time  

• A strategy for successful negotiation based on careful planning  

• Improved face to face communication and rapport building skills  



 
 

• Tried and tested questioning techniques to establish trades and build flexibility  

• Tactics that ensure you will always trade and never concede  

• The opportunity to role-play with experienced actors who will challenge and engage you, 

to help apply your newly acquired skills and behaviours  

• A blended learning experience that allows your learning to continue at work  

Methodology 
This workshop emphasis mainly on negotiation tactics and role plays. During the role play, 

the participants shall be observed on their strengths and weaknesses based on standard 

negotiation criteria and the outcome of the negotiated agreement.  

Day 3 (Optional) 

Advanced Communication and Influencing Skills using 
Psychology 

• Perceptual Positioning – Power Tool to Develop Empathy without Distortion  

o Position One – The Self 

o Position Two – The other 

o Position Three – The Third Person 

o Practical exercise on perceptual positioning  

 

• How to Read People Like a Book using Language on Behaviour using Language and 

Behaviour Profile (LAB) 

o How to understand people with the words they speak? 

o How to profile someone through their writings? 

▪ Emails 

▪ Letters 

▪ Written Instructions  

▪ Other written methods 

o What are the different characters of people and how they communicate differently? 

o Applying active listening at workplace 

o How to match with people after listening to them? 

o How to adjust our written reply so that it is well accepted by the receiver. 

• Deep Rapport Building using Psychology  

o Sensory Acuity 

o Calibration: Sensory Acuity exercise 

o How to gain Rapport by Matching and Mirroring 

o Practical exercise on Matching and Mirroring 

• Personality Types and Emotions as a Tools of Persuasions  

o The link between the personality types and the emotions 

o Mood and Motivation 

o Methods of detecting mood swings 

▪ Non-verbal cues 

 

 

 



 
 

Target Audience 
• Any employees involved in the acquisition of materials, equipment and services from 

suppliers or external parties. 

• Employees who are involved in negotiation process with clients 

 
 Dealing with Difficult Workers at Workplace  

Two Days Workshop 
 

Introduction 
If you encounter a rude, irresponsible, or dishonest person in line at the supermarket, you 
can simply ignore her and get on with your life. But if this person is a part of your team at 
work, it is an entirely different matter, especially if she is good at her job and only bad at 
dealing with people. Most of the time, we simply avoid facing people who create 
uncomfortable social situations, but it doesn’t always have to be that way. It is sometimes 
possible, and necessary, to work with such persons in order to 
preserve and improve the working relationship.  
 
In our Dealing with Difficult People workshop, we take you through 
a step-by-step strategy for that can help you understand and work 
with difficult people on the job, or anywhere else, for that matter. 
We refer to this as the strategy of breakthrough communications. 
We will show you how to get past an adversarial standoff by 
developing a set of communication tools that can open up 
dialogue, build trust, and resolve confusion. The class makes use 
of helpful role-plays and small group activities to give you hands-
on practice in using these new skills so you will have confidence 
when you return to the work place. 
 

Learning Outcome 

Participants in the Dealing with Difficult People workshop will learn to: 

2. Strengthen relationships through the use of effective communications skills.  
3. Become better listeners and communicators, and teach others these skills as well. 



 
 

4. How to resolve conflict and deadlocks with difficult people through assertiveness and 
active listening. 

5. Apply new communications skills in all client and 
workplace relationships  

6. Focus on interests and needs, rather than dig in to a 
set position.  

7. Behave with more confidence in interpersonal 
interactions. 

8. Identify areas of commonality as a way of improving 
communication. 

9. View adversarial situations as opportunities for 
understanding and growth. 

10. See the big picture by listening to all points of view. 
11. Deal effectively with passive aggressive individuals.  

 

Workshop Content 
Day 1 
1. Handling Difficult People and Situations  

 
Gathering Information/ Evidence 

• Incident Profiling 

• Bad Habits and Attitude Profiling  

• Habitual Complains 

• Attendance  

• Anger 

• Productivity 

• Staff complains (Group) 
Activity: Brain Storming 
 

 
2. Handling Difficult People and Situations  

 
Communication Psychology and Influencing Skills 

• Frame the Issue your way 
• Increase the Influence through information 
• Enhance your influence using technical authority 
• Leverage invisible social networks  
• Influencing Skills: Using Dale Carnegie’s methods.  

Activity: Audio analysis and discussion 
 

3. Handling Difficult People and Situations  



 
 

 
Understanding the Types of Difficult People and Managing Them 

• Steam roller and egoist 

• Tank and  aggressive 

• Lazy and whiners 

• Snipers 

• Perfectionist  

• Yes to all 

• Complainer 

• Gossiper 

• Busy Body 

• Know it all 

• Nothing person 

• Cannot do for everything 
Activity: Audio analysis and discussions 

 
4. Diagnosing the Difficult Behaviors  

1. What is Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)? 
2. Data requirement to determine the difficult behaviors 

▪ Frequency of difficult behaviors 
▪ Habitual patterns 
▪ Situation patterns 

5. How to determine the causes of difficult behavior by applying the FTA model? 
 

▪ NLP Solutions for Handling Difficult People in Lesson 3  

• Profiling techniques 
o What is Language and Behavior Profile (LAB)? 
o Profile the difficult people using LAB 
o Apply LAB  Profiling Techniques  

▪ To communicate 
▪ To persuade 
▪ To change the difficult behavior patterns 

• Notice and record the improvements on self and others 

• Freeze the workable improvements. 
 

 
6. System Solutions to Manage the Difficult People 

• Working with RASIC chart (Responsible, Approving, Supporting, Informing, Consulted) 

• Minutes of Meeting Format to Determine the Difficult People at Work 

• Apply JOHARI window for personal improvements 
     Activity: Problem Solving 

 
7. 4 Essential People Skills that neutralize the difficult people at work 



 
 

• Persuasion Skills 
▪ The elements of persuasions 
▪ Building credibility 
▪ Persuasion triggers 
▪ Overcoming resistance 

Activity: Role play 
 

8.  Handling Difficult People and Situations  
Managing Emotions 
• Practice Self-Awareness in Managing Emotions 
• Managing Negative Self-Talk before dealing with People 
• Strategies to change the emotional patterns to manage the difficult people 

Activity: Case discussions 
 

 Practical Leadership Skills for Managers and  
Supervisors in Hypermarket 

 

Introduction 

 
“The art of choosing men is not nearly so difficult as the art of enabling those 

one has chosen to attain their full worth.” 
Napoleon Bonaparte 

Making the move to a leadership role can be demanding and somewhat daunting. For most 
people, the required skills for supervising others do not come naturally which means they need 
to learn and apply this new skill systematically. 

In addition, many of those people who find themselves in a position where they are responsible 
in tasking others, don’t realise they are now in a supervisory role. Without formal training, most 
people would simply copy their own managers and supervisors and if these managers are poor 
at interpersonal skills, the new supervisors will end up with a lot of bad habits that they could do 
without. 

This course is designed to help delegates gain confidence in managers and supervising others 
by knowing what areas they need to consider when leading people. Through various case 
studies, examples and scenarios, delegates learn what works and what does not when 
managing people. The course also explores several established frameworks of management 
which gives structure to any leadership role. These include guidelines to motivate the team, 
carrying out performance analysis, avoiding and resolving team-supervisor conflicts, problem 
solving and a variety of intervention methods. 

Research shows that such frameworks are essential because many people who are new to 
supervisory roles are simply unaware of alternative management methods that can be used in 
different situations and wrongly choose an ineffective style of leadership. 



 
 
The course is suitable for a variety of supervisory situations. Front line managers, shop floor 
supervisors and office team leaders can all benefit from this course. The course is ideal for those 
who are new to the supervisory role or those who have been leading but now want to improve 
their management skills by going through a formal training and tap into established 
methodologies on supervision and interpersonal skills. 

Learning Outcome 
By the end of this course the delegates will be able to: 

▪ Approach a supervisory role systematically and confidently by knowing the 
requirements for success 

▪ Analyse a situation systematically using a proven management technique to identify who and 
what is affected by it 

▪ Use the 4-step technique to establish rapport with people for effective communication and 
team building 

▪ Learn by example by examining a number of challenging situations and supervisory case 
studies 

▪ Choose your leadership style based on your management needs and individual’s capability 
using an established management theory 

▪ Use a framework designed to facilitate counselling and coaching using a variety of 
interventions 

▪ Carry out performance appraisals and provide support and mentoring using a systematic 
approach to motivate team members 
 

Workshop Content  

2. What is Supervision? 
▪ What is involved in supervision? 
▪ How should a supervisor divide his time? 
▪ What are the major functions of supervision? 

3. How to Address Problems Methodically 
▪ What areas a supervisor needs to look into when confronted with problems and in what order? 

4. How to Establish Rapport 
▪ How to improve communication with others by using empathy 
▪ How to communicate with people when they want to raise a concern 
▪ How to make people feel comfortable so they can share their thoughts with you 

5. Case Studies 
▪ What can you learn from these case studies on supervision? 
▪ What to be aware of if you have recently been promoted to a supervisory role? 
▪ What makes a good supervisor? 
▪ How to support your team and manage their workload 



 
 

▪ How to manage your team in relation with other supervisors 

6. What is Situational Leadership? 
▪ What are the leadership styles? 
▪ How to help employees develop and how does that relate to your supervision 
▪ How should you relate your leadership style to each individual under your supervision? 

7. How to Intervene 
▪ How to use a framework that helps you approach situations systematically, using a variety of 

interventions 
▪ How to avoid using destructive habits repeatedly when supervising 
▪ What are the alternatives to authoritative leadership? 

8. How to Motivate 
▪ How to motivate your team 
▪ How to provide support and mentoring 
▪ How to carry out performance appraisals 
▪ What are the do’s and don’ts of performance management meetings? 
▪ What are the 7 critical factors in job performance and why you must not ignore any one of them 

when supervising your team? 
 

Methodology 
This workshop shall be conducted using zoom platform virtually with lots of case discussions, role 

plays and brain storming activities  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Impactful Supervisory Skills for In Managing  
 Hypermarket during Pandemic 

Introduction 
This course provides the essential skills and knowledge that you as a supervisor will need to 
understand and communicate effectively with employees and customers from a wide variety of 
backgrounds in hypermarket settings. At its conclusion, you will be able to: • Describe the nature of 
a supervisor’s position and its role in building a positive work environment. • Identify and apply skills 
for communicating effectively with individuals and groups. • Explain the implications of a culturally 
diverse society and workforce. • Explain why a strong customer service culture is crucial to 
organizational success. • Explain the role of the supervisor in creating a customer-centric 
organization. Most importantly, you will be able to apply this knowledge immediately to be an 
effective, efficient supervisor and deal with employees, other managers and customers appropriately 
and effectively. If you want to become or are currently working as a supervisor, this course is made 



 
 
for you. You do not need to have management or supervisory. If you have a high school diploma or 
its equivalent and a few years of work experience, you are qualified for this course. There are no 
prerequisites for this course, and you do not need any special software. 
 

Learning Outcome  
 
By the end of this course, delegates will be able to: 
 

• List the role and responsibilities of the supervisor and the management process 

• List and display effective communication techniques 

• Describe how to motivate themselves and their team to achieve high performance 

• Explain how to manage and monitor their team using international HR practices and 
principles 

• Demonstrate how to manage their self using time management and delegation 
techniques 

• Display the skills and behaviours required to deal with difficult people and problem 
solving 

 

Course Content 
Understanding Their Role and Their Staff 

• The Role of the Supervisor and the Management Process 

• The Power of Communicating effectively 

• What constitutes effective communication 

• Barriers to successful communication 

• Perceptions and how they affect interpersonal communication 

• Questioning and active listening skills in a supervisory role 

• Understanding the high impact elements of body language 

• Interpreting body language to find out what is really happening 

Communicating assertively 

• Saying ‘no’ 

• Communicating difficult or unpleasant information 

• Giving constructive feedback as a motivational strategy 

Leading and Motivating Your Team 

• Motivating Styles of Leadership 

• Motivate yourself to inspire others – personal motivation style profiling 

• Building a positive work environment in a banking environment 

• Giving positive feedback as a motivational strategy 

• The development of effective teams using the Four Stages of Team Development 

 

Managing Your Team 

• Managing and monitoring performance 

• Performance management techniques to assist with performance reviews and 
appraisals whether annually, quarterly or monthly 



 
 

• Keeping effective records for performance reviews 

• The basics of coaching and keeping coaching records 

Managing Yourself 

• Principles of Good Time Management 

• Top Tips to assist with Time management 
o Setting goals and objectives 
o The Pareto Principle and the Priority Grid 
o To do lists 
o Time wasters 
o Interruptions 
o Procrastination 
o Paperwork 
o Delays / Dead time 
o Communication 
o Task management 
o Stress management – including stress DVD and personal stress testing 
o Delegation 

• Developing a sustainable time management action plan 

• Delegation- A working definition 

• The benefits of delegating for the organisation, yourself and the individual 

• The barriers to effective delegation 

• Delegation as a development tool 

Problem Solving and Difficult People 

• How to work effectively with peers, managers and subordinates 

• Identifying and understanding difficult people and situations 
o Strategies for dealing with these people and personalities 

The steps for effective problem solving and decision making 

o Developing a problem-solving environment 
o Encouraging creativity and innovation 

Problem solving models – options for decision making 

o Brainstorming 
o Six thinking hats 
o Fishbone diagrams 

Applying problem solving and decision-making steps in live situations 

o Case studies 
o Practice scenarios 

Problem solving and resolving conflict in the workplace 

o Dealing with conflict 
o Dealing with change 
o Skills practice 

 
 

Methodology 



 
 

This workshop shall be conducted using zoom platform virtually with lots of case discussions, role 
plays and brain storming activities  
 

Target Group 
Managers and supervisors  

 

 

Contact Details  
Ms. Lela.M 
+6012 530 7810 
leladevi@yahoo.com  

www.praxiskills.com  
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